
The  Owl hole 

 

Prologue 

If you ask him whether he can remember the flat he inhabited in his childhood he 

would consider it an easy task. He would tell you easily about his remembrance of the place 

he was born; he was brought up during his infant years. He says that he would just need to 

close his eyes and try to focus on that flat. The memories and images he sees increase 

immediately. You always admired him for preserving memory. He can explain you in an hour 

lasting monologue how he manages it to wake remembrance. Trying to summarise his speech 

he explained that the most important thing would be just to close the eyes, wander around 

within the memories, seeing this and that, touching the one or the other thing. Breathing 

calmly sitting in the yogi position with closed eyes while chewing some of his special herbs 

you can imagine that he is perceiving everything vividly. On a very mysterious day you 

managed to crawl behind his glasses, breathing his breath in the yogi position and chewing 

these special herbs with him. You could perceive while being him. 

 

We could see a black hole. It seemed like one of these-short-before-the-entire-

consciousness-is-flowing-away experiences the nearly dead have. It seemed like we were 

observing ourselves through a pipe at night. It occured as we were wandering through a tunnel 

whose exit appears after a curve. There was no light at the end of the tunnel. There was a 

black flat without windows, without doors, without chinks, without contours. We could 

wander around in that flat touching the one or another dark wall, stumbling over the threshold, 

jostling against an other corner, hitting our head on a roof beam. As he had always told me he 

could well remember the place he was brought up. 

 

After a while wandering around in his memories some garish points occured in the 

deep dark. These points were wobbling like ghosts, floating from one place to another. They 

seemed to construct waves of dust, built up clouds of grey and black, they flashed into the 

entire darkness again. One moment they changed into something different. In the middle of 

nowhere, in the middle of darkness there appeared to be an owl. You were sure that it was not 

a living creature but a stuffed bird sitting on a piece of wood. Its head was directed straight 

ahead, gazing with glass eyes into the dark. Its feet felt fresh as its mouth did. Like being 

covered with dew. Its feathers felt like moss. It gazed steadily into the darkness. Its eyes 

shimmered, glimmered. Like a burning piece of wood in a stove. 



 

Over the years, wandering around in that silent darkness the owl was changing. Its 

coat of grey feathers turned pale. It did not illuminate the darkness anymore. Its feet feeled 

wizened, its mouth sere. Worms and moth had been eating their life through the feather dress, 

through the remains of the intestines and blood. Microscopically pieces had built up mountain 

chains beneath its seat. 

 

One day the darkness changed its character. It was still darkness but it occurred to be a 

colourful darkness. The darkness began to develop contrasts of grey and black and dark green 

mixed with the warm shining of romantic yellow. Contours began to appear in the dark and 

the owl´s dress started to shimmer again. Its microscopically feather remains seemed to return 

to its origins. Grazing a corner of the flat it appeared like bark the floor felt like moss. Our 

head hit against a branch, hushed noises seemed to echo among a never ending surrounding. 

He used to live in a flat that hosted a tree; you thought, when bumping against the branch. He 

used to live in a flat with two trees, you thought, when anew poking into a tree. He used to 

live in flat that was not a flat anymore, you thought, when stumbling above a root. He used to 

live in a place that had similarity with a forest, you thought surprised. To generate the illusion 

of space he needed to create plenty of trees in his memories.1 Silence was not the state that 

would describe that darkness we were thrown into. The place was full of noises. There was 

the hush noise of the owl, rustling, swishing, bursting, splitting, cracking, crunching, waving, 

flattering, blowing, and drifting. The owl stared at us quite a while. It flew away suddenly into 

the romantic yellow, that could have been the moon. Darkness and the black forest that used 

to be a black hole after the flat of his childhood had changed. 

 

Epilogue 

You woke up sitting in the yogi position with a head twice its size and a dry mouth. you 

must have been sitting there for days you gathered from the fact that your feet had a yellow 

colour. You must admit that you could not really reconstruct the memories and images he had 

been trying to tell you about. You had the impression that the description of his childhood 

memories had not been other than the analysis of mere methods for regaining remembrance. 

He was sitting on the bed in a yogi position with closed eyes breathing calmly. With his 

                                                
1 Your imagination of the flat that turned out to be a forest was suddenly illuminated through the remembrance 
of you journey to Lincoln. Sherwood Forest intermingled into your concentration. Modern Sherwood Forest 
habited a B &Q and had been reduced in its impressive greatness. The forest of your friends imagination turned 
into Sherwood Forest where you imagined Robin Hood and its bond as tiny figures with high pitched voices 
struggling to cross the motorways. 



glasses and his brownish coat he had similarity to an owl. Microscopically unidentificable 

pieces had built up mountain chains besides him. (Kathrin B) 

 


